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Theft 
Protection

Disaster
Recovery

Mitigate business risk

Protect customer investments from theft

Differentiate from competitors

Increase customer acquisition

C0D3R saw a gap in the market to offer a cost-effective, high

performing and extremely transparent platform for anyone to run

Pocket Network validator nodes. However, as a pioneer offering a

brand new service, how could they convey the trust and safety their

customers would desire?

Goals:

The role of Coincover in business growth

The provision of additional protection gave customers peace

of mind that C0D3R was a trustworthy platform.

Instant credibility 

C0D3R became the #1 node runner of the Pocket Network

within a few months of launch.

Business growth

Outsourcing to Coincover helped mitigate risk when it came

to protecting funds from being lost or stolen.

Risk mitigation 

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

IMPACT

Established in 2020 and located in

Washington State, USA, C0D3R

provides a fully managed node

running service allowing anyone to

stake their POKT assets and earn

validator rewards on the Pocket

Network.

#1
Node runner on the

Pocket Network

686M
Staked validator

tokens

How C0D3R scaled their validator node
business with Coincover

Speak to Coincover about how we
can help your business

www.coincover.com

“We’ve seen significant growth in
a short period of time. It’s clear
Coincover has enabled us to
differentiate from our
competitors when customers are
choosing who to stake with.” 

Baris Saydag, Founder, C0D3R

"Our primary goal is to offer customers peace of mind that
their investments are as safe as possible while providing
industry-leading transparency on node performance and

the associated risks."
 

Protection technology 
to safeguard 

crypto investors against 
financial loss 

due to hacks or theft.

Risk mitigation technology
to facilitate the recovery 

of access to crypto
 in the event of a disaster, 

mistake or human error. 

C0D3R

https://www.coincover.com/business/theft-protection
https://www.coincover.com/business/disaster-recovery
https://www.coincover.com/
https://www.coincover.com/
https://c0d3r.org/
https://www.coincover.com/

